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a b s t r a c t

Converging lines of research suggests that many developmental prosopagnosics (DPs) have

impairments beyond face perception, but currently no framework exists to characterize

these impaired mechanisms. One potential extra-perceptual deficit is that DPs encode/

retrieve faces in a distinct manner from controls that does not sufficiently support indi-

viduation. To test this possibility, 30 DPs and 30 matched controls performed an old/new

face recognition task while providing confidence ratings, to which a model-based ROC

analysis was applied. DPs had significantly reduced recollection compared to controls,

driven by fewer ‘high-confidence target’ responses, but intact familiarity. Recollection and

face perception ability uniquely predicted objective and subjective prosopagnosia symp-

toms, together explaining 51% and 56% of the variance, respectively. These results suggest

that a specific deficit in face recollection in DP may represent a core aspect of the difficulty

in confidently identifying an individual by their face.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Quickly and successfully identifying familiar faces is funda-

mental to social functioning but poses significant challenges
gnosia; DPSD, dual-proce
d Learning Laboratory, V
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for individuals with developmental prosopagnosia (DP), a

neurodevelopmental disorder that affects up to 2.5% of the

population (Kennerknecht et al., 2006). DPs have lifelong def-

icits in recognizing faces but are neurologically intact and
ss signal detection; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
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have otherwise normal socio-cognitive, intellectual, and vi-

sual functioning.

Though DP is typically diagnosed using face recognition

memory tasks (e.g., Cambridge Face Memory Test Duchaine &

Nakayama, 2006; Famous Faces Test; FFMT), numerous

studies have focused on DPs’ difficulties in face perception;

the ability to perceptually code (e.g., holistically process) and

discriminate simultaneously presented faces (e.g., face

matching paradigms; Weigelt et al., 2014). DPs as a group have

shown deficits in matching faces across expression and

lighting changes (e.g., White, Rivolta, Burnton, Al-Janabi, &

Palermo, 2017) as well as decreased holistic face processing,

integrating feature and configural information into a unified

percept (e.g., Avidan, Tanzer, & Behrmann, 2011; though see;

Biotti, Gray, & Cook, 2017). This holistic deficit may be espe-

cially pronounced for the eye region (i.e., integrating the eyes

in particular with other facial features into a holistic percept;

Chapman, Bell, Duchaine, & Susilo, 2018; DeGutis, Cohan,

Mercado, Wilmer, & Nakayama, 2012). Further, compared to

controls, DPs have also shown reduced face-selectivity in core

face-selective regions (e.g., fusiform and occipital face areas)

when viewing faces and objects during fMRI (Jiahui, Yang, &

Duchaine, 2018). During EEG, DPs have shown a reduced

N170 face inversion effect (Towler, Gosling, Duchaine, &

Eimer, 2012) and reduced ‘super additivity’ in the N250r for

repeated whole versus partial faces (Towler, Fisher, & Eimer,

2018) in comparison to controls.

Despite these group-level perceptual differences between

DPs and controls, other studies have found considerable het-

erogeneity in DPs’ perceptual performance (Dalrymple,

Garrido, & Duchaine, 2014; McKone et al., 2011; Ulrich et al.,

2017) as well as in the perceptual neural mechanisms impli-

cated (Towler, Fisher, & Eimer, 2017). Ulrich et al. (2017) tested

11 DPs on face perception measures commonly deficient in

DPs (e.g., holistic processing, viewpoint changes). Though

they found small but significant differences at the group level

in several of the perceptual tasks, 6 of 11 DPs’ scores were

within 2 standard deviations of the control group mean on all

of the tasks, and the remainder showed a heterogeneous

performance profile. The lack of perceptual deficits in a

considerable subgroup of DPs was also observed by Dalrymple

et al. (2014) as well as McKone et al. (2011), who found that

62.50% (10/16) and 100% (6/6) of their DP sample scored within

2 standard deviations of the control group mean on the

Cambridge Face Perception Test, respectively. Together, these

results suggest that many DPs have intact face perception

abilities, and additional deficits beyond face perception must

explain their face recognition deficits.

To date, the field has defined extra-perceptual deficits as

simply prosopagnosia in the absence of perceptual deficiencies

(see Biotti, Gray, & Cook, 2019 for a discussion). However, it is

crucial to characterize specific impairments beyond percep-

tion to develop a deeper understanding of DP and create more

sophisticated models of DP subtypes. One candidate impair-

ment is the ability to maintain a face representation over a

short period of time, i.e., short-term memory for faces. How-

ever, several recent studies have failed to find evidence that

short delays produce recognition impairments that were not

present in no-delay conditions (Biotti et al., 2019; Jackson,

Counter, & Tree, 2017; Shah, Gaule, Gaigg, Bird, & Cook,
2015). Another potential extra-perceptual deficit is that DPs

encode and/or retrieve faces in a different manner than con-

trols. Successful face encoding not only relies on perceptual

processing, but also involves, among other processes, making

semantic associations and judgments about the to-be-

remembered face (e.g., trustworthiness) and comparing this

face to representations stored in memory (e.g., Winograd,

1981). Failure to engage in these additional aspects of encod-

ing/retrieval may independently contribute to DPs’ face

recognition deficits, particularly in DPs with minimal

perceptual deficits. A study by Burns and colleagues (Burns,

Tree, & Weidemann, 2014) used a Remember/Know (RK) pro-

cedure to measure the contribution of recollection and fa-

miliarity to recognition memory in a small sample of DPs

(N ¼ 8). Recollection is thought to reflect an all-or-none,

threshold process that involves the retrieval of qualitative

information, including perceptual, contextual or semantic

details, associated with target items (Yonelinas, 2001). This

associative process supports high confidence recognition de-

cisions that are bolstered by elaborative encoding strategies

(Yonelinas, 2002). Alternatively, participants can rely on fa-

miliarity, a signal-detection process that involves a ‘feeling of

knowing’ without associated qualitative information

(Yonelinas, 2002). Familiarity judgements are assessments of

quantitative memory strength based on the assumption that

previously studied items will be more familiar than unstudied

items. These judgements tend to be related to the global

similarity of test items with studied items, as changing the

perceptual characteristics of items between study and test

selectively diminishes familiarity (for a review see Yonelinas,

2002). In the study by Burns et al. DPs and controls performed

multiple study-test blocks. At study, participants were pre-

sented with 6 faces repeated four times. At test, they saw 12

faces (6 old/6 new) and made “remember,” “know,” or “new”

judgments for each face. Participants were instructed to select

“remember” if they could recall contextual details about the

studied face, “know” if the face evoked a sense of familiarity

but was devoid of contextual details, or “new”. The results

showed that DPs had lower recognition accuracy than con-

trols and notably, gave far fewer “remember” responses. The

groups did not differ in their use of “know” responses. These

results raise the possibility that DPs may have a selective

deficit in recollection-based face recognition.

One drawback to the Burns et al. (2014) study is that for

both groups, discrimination of old versus new faces on the

basis of “know” responses was close to zero, yielding floor

effects on familiarity. Thus, impaired recollection in DPs could

simply reflect generally deficient face recognition. Further, it

is not known whether DPs’ recollection deficits were distinct

from their face perception deficits, as an impoverished

percept may contribute to impoverished face encoding and

subsequent poor recollection. Finally, RK results must be

interpreted with caution, as the task relies on introspective,

subjective reports of underlying memory processes (Rotello,

Macmillan, Reeder, & Wong, 2005), and it could be that DPs

and controls interpret the RK instructions differently.

In the current study, to more thoroughly examine the

contribution of distinct memory mechanisms to DPs’ perfor-

mance, we obtained confidence ratings during an old/new

face recognition task and applied a receiver operating

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
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characteristic (ROC) model-based approach. This approach is

useful when comparing patients versus controls because,

unlike the RK procedure, it does not require introspection

about qualitative differences in memory judgment, and it

accounts for response bias by relating the cumulative hit rate

and cumulative false alarm rate (Yonelinas, Kroll, Dobbins,

Lazzara, & Knight, 1998). This approach also allowed for an

assessment of whether a dual-process model of recognition

memory (Yonelinas et al., 2002) best accounted for the dif-

ferences between DPs and controls. Finally, we also admin-

istered a validated battery of face perception tasks in order to

examine whether DPs’ face memory impairments explained

additional variance in objective and subjective prosopagnosia

symptoms beyond DPs’ perceptual abilities.
2. Materials and methods

We report how we determined our sample size, all data ex-

clusions, all inclusion/exclusion criteria, and whether inclu-

sion/exclusion criteria were established prior to data analysis.

All manipulations and all measures in the study are reported.

2.1. Participants

Participants were between the ages of 18 and 65 years old.

Individuals with DP were recruited from four sources: a) Our

database of Boston DPs who previously participated in labo-

ratory studies, b) DPs referred to us fromDr.MatthewPeterson

at MIT, who recently completed a Boston-area DP study

(Peterson et al., 2019), c) Individuals referred to our lab from

Dr. Brad Duchaine’s website, www.faceblind.org, and d) In-

dividuals responding to our advertisement posted on public

transportation (Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority

subway system e “T”). Control subjects were recruited from

the greater Boston community primarily through flyers and

through the Harvard Decision Science Lab in Cambridge, MA.

Participants were pre-screened over the phone and excluded

from participation if they met any of the following criteria: a

history of a significant neurological disorder, moderate to se-

vere traumatic brain injury (TBI) or mild TBI in the last 6

months, musculoskeletal or sensory impairments that would

interfere with performing computer tasks, lack of English

proficiency, current psychiatric disorders, diagnosed social

cognitive disorders such as autism, and current dependence

on alcohol or other substances. The minimum sample size for

each group was defined based on Burns et al., 2014 (DP N ¼ 8;

control N ¼ 20). However, we significantly increased our

sample size to have the sensitivity to detect group differences

in familiarity.

2.2. Qualifying as a DP or control participant

To qualify as a DP, we required individuals to report a lifelong

history of face recognition difficulties (e.g., not resulting from

an event such as a brain injury) and score > 65 on the Proso-

pagnosia Index questionnaire (PI-20; Shah, Gaule, Sowden,

Bird, & Cook, 2015), a self-report measure of prosopagnosia

symptoms. We also required z-scores of < �1 for mild DP and

< �2 for major DP on both the Famous Faces test (FFMT) and
the Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT; Duchaine &

Nakayama, 2006; see Data and Digital Materials Availability),

based on DSM-5 criteria for mild and major cognitive deficits

(Sachdev et al., 2014). To rule out other causes of poor face

recognition, participants had to score normally on a visual

acuity/contrast sensitivity test (Functional Acuity Contrast

Test [FRACT]; Ferris III, Kassoff, Bresnick, & Bailey, 1982) and a

mid-level vision battery (Leuven Perceptual Organization

Screening Test [L-POST]; Torfs, Vancleef, Lafosse, Wagemans,

& De-Wit, 2014; see Data and Digital Materials Availability)

and within the normal range on the Autism Spectrum Quo-

tient questionnaire (<33; Baron-Cohen,Wheelwright, Skinner,

Martin, & Clubley, 2001).

Controls had similar screening criteria to DPs except they

could not complain of lifelong face recognition difficulties,

score higher than 64 on the PI-20, or exceed the cutoffs on both

the FFMT and CFMT. Based on these criteria, 32 DPs and 33

controls were invited to participate in all portions of the study.

Two additional DPs and 3 additional control subjects were

later removed based on their performance on the old/new

recognition task (see Old/new face recognition paradigm).

Prior to data collection, consent was obtained for all partici-

pants according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was

approved by the VA Boston Healthcare System and Harvard

Medical School Institutional Review Boards, and all study

tasks were completed at the Boston VA Medical Center or the

Harvard Decision Science Lab.

2.3. Old/new face recognition paradigm

We used 120 photographs of front-view, greyscale, neutral

expression faces from the FERET face database (see Data and

Digital Materials Availability; Phillips, Wechsler, Huang, &

Rauss, 1998; Phillips, Moon, Rizvi, & Rauss, 2000) that served

as targets (old faces) and lures (new faces) for the recognition

test. Faces were cropped using an oval, removing clothing and

shoulders. The size of each oval was 8 cm wide x 8.5 cm high

and participantswere seated 60 cm from the computer screen.

Age, gender, and ethnicity were matched across lure and

target faces. To further ensure similarity between target and

lure faces, we attempted to match lures to target faces based

on their verbal descriptions of distinctive features (e.g., blonde

hair, very thin eyebrows).

The old/new face recognition paradigm was administered

in PsychoPy version 1.85.4 (Peirce & MacAskill, 2018; see Data

and Digital Materials Availability). During the study phase,

participants were instructed to study the faces for a later

memory test. Faces were presented one at a time in the center

of the screen for 1.5 s, with the set of faces presented in the

same order twice. All subjects received the same order of

faces. Immediately after the study phase, participants were

presented with the 60 target and 60 lure faces randomly

intermixed, and on each trial were asked to rate on a scale of

1e6 their level of confidence in classifying each face as “old” or

“new” (1 e Confident Old, 2 e Somewhat Sure Old, 3 e

Guessing Old, 4 e Guessing New, 5 e Somewhat Sure New, 6 e

Confident New). Confidence ratings appeared directly below

each face. Participants were instructed to try and use all

confidence ratings when responding, as selective use of only

one or two response categories can distort individual ROC

http://www.faceblind.org
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curves and add artifacts to group average ROC curves

(Yonelinas & Parks, 2007).

Inspecting the confidence rating bins of all participants

revealed that two control subjects and one DP showed

extremely biased response patterns (e.g., only using two

confidence bins for all items); these subjects were excluded

from analyses. One control subject was excluded due to

reportedly confusing the confidence ratings during the task,

and one DP was excluded because their overall performance

did not exceed chance. This left a final sample of 30 DPs and 30

controls.

2.4. Face perception battery

To examine if encoding and retrieval deficits in DPs poten-

tially explain variance in prosopagnosia symptoms unique

from face perception, we also included a battery of validated

face perception tests that required participants to match

simultaneously presented faces. All tasks were administered

in PsychoPy version 1.85.4 (Peirce & MacAskill, 2018; see Data

and Digital Materials Availability). We took the composite

score of these tests, as it may be possible for DPs to score

normally on any particular face perception test (Ulrich et al.,

2017), and a composite score is often more reliable than the

constituent measures. In particular, we administered the

Cambridge Face Perception Test (CFPT; Duchaine, Germine, &

Nakayama, 2007), Computerized Benton Face Recognition Test

(BFRT-c; Benton et al., 1994; Rossion & Michel, 2018), and the

University of Southern California Face Perception Test

(USCFPT; Biederman,Margalit, Maarek,Meschke,& Shilowich,

2017). We also administered the Telling Faces Together (TFT)

task, which is an adaptation of a task that previously showed

perceptual matching deficits in DPs (White et al., 2017). In this

task, participants perform same/different identity judgments

of two face images shown from either different viewpoints or

different lighting conditions (50% same identity/50% different

identity). Scores from these face perception tests were con-

verted to z-scores using the mean and standard deviation of

the control sample and then averaged to create a face

perception composite score. The CFPT was not included in the

perceptual composite score, as it was only administered to

DPs.

2.5. Statistical analysis

2.5.1. ROC analysis model fitting
We used the old/new recognition task confidence ratings and

accuracy scores to create ROC curves separately for DPs and

controls. Our analyses focused on the dual-process signal

detection model (DPSD), since previous work suggested that

DPs have a specific deficit in recollection (Burns et al., 2014). To

be more comprehensive, we also performed ROC analyses

using a popular single-process model, the unequal variance

signal detectionmodel (UVSD; seeSupplementaryMaterials for

the methods and results). We modeled the data using Koen

et al.’s (2017) ROC toolbox function in Matlab version 2019a

(see Data and Digital Materials Availability). Average ROC

curves and z-ROC curves were predicted by plotting the cu-

mulative hit rate (P(“old”|old)) against the cumulative false

alarm rate (P(“old”|new)). The first point on the ROC graph
represents the most conservative response criterion (1 e

ConfidentOld), andasonemovesalong thegraph, the following

points represent a relaxation of the response criterion.

The DPSD model predicts the theoretical constructs of fa-

miliarity (F) and recollection of oldness (Ro; Yonelinas, 1994;

Yonelinas & Parks, 2007). The recollection of newness (Rn)

parameter in this model was constrained to equal zero, in line

with themost common approach (Yonelinas& Parks, 2007), as

new items have no previously encoded qualitative informa-

tion associated with them, and thus cannot be recollected in

item recognition paradigms. In this model, target items that

are above the recollection threshold are classified as old,

whereas target items that fall below this threshold will either

be classified as old on the basis of a feeling of familiarity or

misclassified as new. As Rn was constrained to zero, it is

assumed that new items are classified on the basis of famil-

iarity, such that items with a weaker familiarity signal will be

classified as new. For item recognition tests, ROC curves that

reflect familiarity are symmetrical and curvilinear, whereas

recollection is characterized by asymmetrical curves with

greater y-intercepts (see Yonelinas& Parks, 2007 for a review).

After fitting theDPSDmodel to theROCcurves, usingRStudio

version 1.1.383 we ran independent samples t-tests to compare

recollection and familiarity across the groups. Statistical signif-

icance for all tests was determined at an alpha level of p < .05.

Comparisons of performance and model parameters were

repeated fora reducedsampleof15 controlsand15DPsmatched

on overall old/new performance. To preview, the performance-

matched sample results suggest that the dual-process model

provides a better account for the data than the single-process

model. Therefore, our analyses focused on the DPSD model.

However, these group comparison analyses applied to the un-

equal variance signal detection (UVSD)model are alsopresented

in the Supplementary Materials.

2.5.2. Item analyses
DPs and controls may qualitatively or quantitatively differ in

how they attend to faces, which may be reflected in differing

patterns of errors between DPs and controls. To test whether

the pattern of item-level performance differed between DPs

and controls, we measured the extent to which item difficulty

(average accuracy for each item) was consistent within and

across DP and control groups, separately for targets and lures.

The difficulty of each face stimulus item was indexed as the

percentage of participants who responded correctly to a given

stimulus such that more challenging items would have a

lower percentage correct. Additionally, since each target had a

matched lure, we computed a third item difficulty measure

consisting of the number of hits for each target minus the

number of false alarms to its matched lure (hit rate - false

alarm rate). Next, we determined how well aligned difficulty

values for targets, lures, and targetelure pairs were within

each group as well as between the two groups by computing

the split-half reliability for DPs and controls as well as across

DPs and controls. The within-group split-half reliability

measure was computed by randomly splitting each group into

two sub-groups of 15 participants (10,000 repetitions) and

correlating (Pearson) the resulting set of item-difficulties from

each group. The split-half reliability consisted of the average

correlation coefficient across repetitions. Matched cross-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
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group reliabilities were computed identically, except the sub-

groups were composed of randomly selected participants

(without replacement) from each group (15 DPs and 15 con-

trols). Finally, a group-label permutation test was used to test

whether the within or cross-group split-half reliabilities were

greater than would be expected assuming no distinction be-

tween DPs and controls. Here, group assignment (DP or con-

trol) was randomly permuted (10,000 repetitions), and the

split-half reliability measures computed above were recom-

puted using these pseudo-groups and used to construct null

permutation distributions. Significance (p) was quantified as

the percentile of the real reliability value relative to its null

permutation distribution.

2.5.3. Recollection/familiarity predicting face perception and
prosopagnosia symptoms
To determine the relationship of both recollection and fa-

miliarity with perception, across the entire sample we

computed a Pearson correlation for each memory parameter

with the perceptual composite. In addition, across the entire

sample we ran a series of separate linear regression models

with both recollection and the perceptual composite pre-

dicting 1) the severity of prosopagnosia symptoms (PI-20), 2)

facememory abilities (CFMT), and 3) famous face recognition

abilities (FFMT) to determine if recollection and perception

independently contribute to variance in prosopagnosia

symptoms. We also ran a logistic regression model to

examine if recollection and perception independently pre-

dicted groupmembership (DP vs control).WithinDPs,we also

explored whether recollection or familiarity were associated

with subjective and objective prosopagnosia symptoms.

Thoughwe focus our analyses on the dual-processmodel, for

a full examination of the data we also ran these linear and

logistic regression models with the UVSD model parameter

estimate, Vo, and the perceptual composite as predictors (see

Supplementary Materials). Of note, no part of the study

procedures or analyses were pre-registered prior to the

research being conducted.
3. Results

3.1. Demographics and diagnostic test performance

Our sample included 30 DPs (22 females) and 30 controls (18

females) with a mean age of 38.03 (SD ¼ 12.55) and 33.87

(SD¼ 13.23), respectively. The groups did not significantly differ
Table 1 e Demographics, face recognition memory, and face per

Measure DP

n 30

M:F 7:22

Age 38.03 ± 12

Autism Quotient e (AQ) 19.30 ± 9.0

Cambridge Face Memory Test Total Score e (CFMT) 39.37 ± 4.7

Famous Faces e (FFMT %) 36.67 ± 13

Prosopagnosia Index Total Score e (PI-20) 82.30 ± 9.2

Perceptual Composite �.90 ± .68

Note. Mean ± standard deviation. p-values are from t-tests and c2 tests c
by age or gender. Based onDSM-5 criteria of impairment (<-1 SD
for mild, < �2 SD for major) on diagnostic face recognition

measures, our DP sample included 3mildDPs and 27major DPs.

As expected, the DP group performed significantly worse than

controls on objective diagnostic measures of face recognition,

CFMT and FFMT, and endorsed significantly more proso-

pagnosia symptoms on the PI-20 (see Table 1). We also found

that DPs performed worse than controls on our face perception

battery (see Table 1). Similar to several previous studies (e.g.,

Ulrich et al., 2017), these perceptual differences were less pro-

nounced than those on the recognition tests (see Table 2). An-

alyses (see Supplementary Results and Figs. 3) revelated these

results were consistent with a negatively shifted distribution of

perceptual performance, similar to other DP studies (e.g., Biotti

et al., 2019).

3.2. Overall old/new recognition performance and
confidence ratings

As expected, DPs’ overall accuracy (M ¼ 63.37, SD ¼ 5.39) was

significantly lower than that of controls (M ¼ 73.00, SD ¼ 8.93,

p < .001; see Table 3). This differencewas driven byDPs’ poorer

ability to classify old faces as old (M ¼ .57, SD ¼ .09) compared

to controls (M¼ .75, SD¼ .10, p < .001), as DPs’ false alarm rates

were very similar to controls’ (DPs: M ¼ .31, SD ¼ .10; controls:

M ¼ .29, SD ¼ .15, p ¼ .658).

We next examined how the use of confidence ratings

differed between DPs and controls. When judging targets,

controls had significantly more “confident old” responses on

average (M ¼ 30.50, SD ¼ 9.04) than DPs (M ¼ 12.73, SD ¼ 5.48,

p < .001), whereas DPs had significantly more “somewhat sure

old” and “guessing old” responses than controls (see Fig. 1).

Interestingly, there were no significant differences between

DPs’ and controls’ “confident new” responses when judging

lure faces (DPs: M ¼ 12.60, SD ¼ 7.84; controls: M ¼ 11.80,

SD ¼ 10.13, p¼ .734), nor were there differences in the number

of “somewhat sure new” and “guessing new” responses (all

p’s > .15). Importantly, these results demonstrate that DPs do

not generally have less confidence than controlswhenmaking

face recognition judgments, but that their reduced confidence

is specific to recognizing previously studied faces.

3.3. Group and individual ROC curves in DPs versus
controls

We used the combination of accuracy and confidence ratings

to compare ROC curves between DPs and controls using a
ception performance.

Control p-value Cohen’s d

30 e e

12:18 .107 e

.55 33.87 ± 13.23 .216 .32

3 e e e

7 60.24 ± 5.94 <.001 3.87

.32 84.12 ± 12.83 <.001 3.63

1 35.27 ± 7.97 <.001 5.46

.00 ± .68 <.001 1.32

omparing DPs and controls.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
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Table 2 e DPs’ raw data: Demographics, face recognition memory and face perception performance.

Participants Age Gender CFMT FFMT Perceptual Composite CFPT Recollection Familiarity

1 22 F 34 .27 �.78 42 .17 .20

2 29 F 37 .35 �.42 70 .32 .60

3 34 F 39 .33 �.35 50 .03 .59

4 61 M 36 .29 �2.22 66 .00 .85

5 36 Xa 35 .54 �1.59 36 .05 1.06

6 33 M 36 .53 �2.60 76 .03 .43

7 27 M 38 .19 �.03 32 .17 1.28

8 46 F 34 .39 �.84 64 .11 .59

9 53 F 35 .40 �1.35 40 .09 .54

10 26 F 42 .62 �.47 34 .08 .69

11 35 F 43 .45 �1.32 44 .15 .82

12 30 F 41 .43 �.19 54 .24 .92

13 32 F 40 .56 �.28 60 .08 .08

14 36 F 47 .50 �.59 44 .13 .54

15 27 F 44 .29 .18 40 .00 .43

16 63 F 32 .38 �.90 104 .09 .16

17 30 F 37 .20 �.60 52 .21 .34

18 55 F 47 .35 �.59 62 .13 .58

19 39 F 33 .47 �1.73 52 .12 .48

20 37 M 33 .47 �1.02 50 .14 .44

21 28 F 33 .35 �.99 46 .16 .01

22 64 F 39 .47 �.17 58 .09 .90

23 30 M 43 .25 .07 56 .00 .74

24 52 F 49 .43 �1.28 86 .13 .58

25 51 F 38 .12 �1.17 48 .00 .70

26 25 F 45 .33 �2.14 46 .13 .53

27 51 M 44 .27 �.95 52 .00 .54

28 39 F 44 .20 �1.08 30 .18 .04

29 23 F 42 .08 �.93 62 .15 .30

30 27 F 41 .50b �.80 70 .12 .24

DPs 38.03 ± 12.55 7:22 39.37 ± 4.77 36.67 ± 13.32 �.90 ± .68 54.20 ± 16.27 .11 ± .08 .54 ± .30

Controls 33.87 ± 13.23 12:18 60.24 ± 5.94 84.12 ± 12.83 .00 ± .68 .38 ± .18 .71 ± .56

Note. Summary data for DPs and controls are represented by the mean ± standard deviation. CFMT: Cambridge Face Memory Test, FFMT:

Famous Faces Test, CFPT: Cambridge Face Perception Test. Control subjects were not administered the CFPT.
a This participant’s gender identity is nonbinary.
b This participant was administered a different version of the FFMT than the rest of the sample (i.e., included different celebrities’ faces).
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dual-process model of recognition memory (dual-process

signal detection, DPSD). We also performed analyses using a

popular single-process model (unequal variance signal

detection, UVSD; see Supplementary Materials and Figs. 1).

However, we focus on the DPSD approach because when

equating DPs and controls on overall accuracy, the DPSD

model better fit the results (see section below).
Table 3 e Old/new performance and dual-process model param

Measure DP

Overall Performanced(%) 63.37 ± 5.39

Hit Rate .57 ± .09

False Alarm Rate .31 ± .10

Discriminability (HR-FAR) .27 ± .11

d’ .72 ± .31

Area Under the Curve .67 ± .07

Recollection .11 ± .08

Familiarity .54 ± .30

Note. Mean ± standard deviation. p-values are from t-tests comparing DP
Quantitative measures of goodness-of-fit suggested the

DPSD model fit the overall results well (AIC ¼ 369.10,

BIC ¼ 388.61). The model fit was significantly better for con-

trols (AIC ¼ 348.52, BIC ¼ 368.03) than DPs (AIC ¼ 389.68,

BIC ¼ 409.19, p < .001). The ROC curve analyses, as can be seen

in Fig. 2a, showed that DPs displayed a more symmetrical

probability ROC curve, whereas the controls’ curve was more

asymmetric and had a higher y-axis intercept. These group
eter estimates.

Control p-value Cohen’s d

73.00 ± 8.93 <.001 1.31

.75 ± .10 <.001 1.89

.29 ± .15 .658 .16

.46 ± .18 <.001 1.27

1.34 ± .62 <.001 1.26

.78 ± .09 <.001 1.36

.38 ± .18 <.001 1.94

.71 ± .56 .159 .38

s and controls. HR - FAR: Hit Rate - False Alarm Rate.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016


Fig. 1 e Total frequency of each confidence rating response for all target and lure items across DPs and controls. *p < .05,
**p < .01, ***p < .001. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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differences were apparent in each groups’ ROC curves at the

individual level as well (Fig. 3). In terms of the model param-

eters, this manifested as DPs having reduced recollection
Fig. 2 e A. Dual-process signal detection (DPSD) average probab

Distribution of familiarity and recollection model parameter est

standard error of the mean.
compared to controls (DPs:M ¼ .11, SD¼ .08; controls:M ¼ .38,

SD ¼ .18, p < .001), but similar familiarity (DPs: M ¼ .54,

SD ¼ .30; controls: M ¼ .71, SD ¼ .56, p ¼ .159) (Fig. 2b).
ility ROC and zROC curves for DPs and controls. B.

imates across DPs and controls. Error bars represent the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016


Fig. 3 e DPSD probability ROC curves for each individual DP and each individual control.
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3.4. Group and individual ROC curves in performance-
matched DPs versus controls

Although these results suggest that DPs and controls use

different memory processes for face recognition, a potential

alternative explanation, consistent with a single-process

model, is that DPs’ reduced recollection simply reflects poorer

overall performance. By this alternative view, controls with

poorer performance should show similarly reduced recollec-

tion to DPs. To evaluate these two accounts, we compared

performance of the 15 best performing DPs (overall accuracy

M ¼ 67.89, SD ¼ 3.27), and the 15 worst performing controls

(overall accuracy M ¼ 66.00, SD ¼ 4.98) e participants were

matched in age (M age¼ 37, p¼ .989). These subgroups did not

differ in overall accuracy (p ¼ .231), albeit controls had

significantly higher hit rates (controls: M ¼ .72, SD ¼ .11; DPs:

M ¼ .60, SD ¼ .10, p ¼ .006), and DPs had significantly lower

false alarm rates (controls: M ¼ .40, SD ¼ .13; DPs: M ¼ .25,

SD ¼ .09, p ¼ .001). Critically, comparing the ROC curves for

these DPs and controls, we again found that DPs had a more

symmetrical probability ROC curve, whereas the controls’

curve had a higher y-axis intercept (Fig. 4a). This was reflected

in a significant dissociation between recollection and famil-

iarity across groups that is difficult to account for by a single-

process signal detection model. DPs showed significantly

lower recollection (M ¼ .11, SD ¼ .09) than controls (M ¼ .37,

SD¼ .18, p < .001), but higher familiarity (M¼ .75, SD¼ .22) than

controls (M ¼ .36, SD ¼ .30, p < .001). These findings argue

against the notion that the impairment in recollection in DPs

is simply a consequence of overall poorer performance.

Rather, whereas the best performing DPs use familiarity to

support their recognition judgments (as does the DP group as a

whole), even the worst performing controls rely on recollec-

tion (Fig. 4b). This dissociation provides additional pre-

liminary evidence that DPs may rely on a qualitatively
different memorymechanism than controls (Tian et al., 2020),

but future work is required to more thoroughly address this

hypothesis.

3.5. Item analyses

One potential explanation for the reduced contribution of

recollection to DPs’ face recognition memory is that DPs

attended to different aspects of the faces than did controls

and, as a result, encoded perceptually impoverished face

representations. For example, it has been shown that DPs

have specific difficulty encoding the eye region compared to

controls but relatively normal processing of the mouth region

(DeGutis et al., 2012). It could be that DPs had particular dif-

ficulty encoding faces with more distinctive eye regions e

faces that would yield high recollection in controls. Arguing

against this explanation, we found a strong association be-

tween the item-level accuracies between DPs and controls

using a cross-group split-half reliability measure for targets

(r ¼ .61), lures (r ¼ .75), and hits minus false alarms (r ¼ .69).

These between-group associations were not significantly

different than the within-group associations for DPs (targets:

r ¼ .67; lures: r ¼ .76; hits minus false alarms: r ¼ .71) or con-

trols (targets: r ¼ .59; lures: r ¼ .80; hits minus false alarms:

r ¼ .68), suggesting that DPs and controls did not differ in the

items that they found more memorable and the items they

found difficult (see Figs. 2). This suggests that ROC differences

between the DP and control groups were not driven by relative

item difficulty differences.

3.6. Do recollection and face perception independently
predict prosopagnosia symptoms?

Finally, we determined if DPs’ recollection deficit was inde-

pendent from their face perception difficulties. Across the full

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016


Fig. 4 e A. DPSD average probability ROC and zROC curves for the reduced, performance matched sample of the 15 best

performing DPs and 15 worst performing controls. B. Distribution of familiarity and recollection model parameter estimates

across the reduced, performance matched sample of DPs and controls. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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sample, there was a significant correlation between the

recollection parameter and the face perception composite

measure (r ¼ .59, p < .001), whereas the familiarity parameter

and face perception composite were only weakly related

(r ¼ .19, p ¼ .151). We ran a series of linear regression models

across the full sample with recollection and face perception

composite scores as predictors and objective (CFMT and

FFMT) and subjective (PI-20) face recognition measures as
Table 4 e Overall sample linear and logistic regression models.

Models Outcome Variables

Recollectio

Model 1 Prosopagnosia Index e (PI-20) .52***

(.11)

Model 2 Cambridge Face Memory Test e (CFMT) .49***

(.11)

Model 3 Famous Faces Memory Test e (FFMT) .44**

(.13)

Model 41 DP Diagnosis 2.92***

(.85)

Note. Standardized betas reported. All values in parentheses represent

logistic regression model predicting DP diagnosis (R2 ¼ Nagelkerke R2). *p
dependent variables. Recollection and face perception scores

together explained 51%, 31%, and 56% of the variance in CFMT,

FFMT, and PI-20, respectively (see Table 4). Notably, recollec-

tion explained unique variance in both objective and subjec-

tive prosopagnosia symptoms independent of, and to a greater

extent than, perceptual abilities. Similarly, a logistic regres-

sion showed that perception and recollection together

strongly predicted prosopagnosia diagnosis (Nagelkerke
Predictors Model p-value Model
Adj R2

n Perceptual Composite

�.32**

(.11)

<.001 .56

.32**

(.11)

<.001 .51

.19

(.13)

<.001 .31

1.19

(.69)

<.001 .72

the coefficient’s associated standard error. 1 Model 4 represents the

< .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
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R2 ¼ .72) and that recollection was a substantially better pre-

dictor than perception. Taken together, these results provide

compelling evidence that DPs’ recollection deficits account for

their objective and subjective prosopagnosia symptoms

beyond their face perception problems. Finally, we explored

whether recollection or familiarity predicted subjective and

objective prosopagnosia symptomswithinDPs.We did not find

significant associations with CFMT (recollection: r ¼ �.07; fa-

miliarity: r ¼ .02), FFMT (recollection: r ¼ �.02; familiarity:

r ¼ .06), or PI-20 (recollection: r ¼ �.17; familiarity: r ¼ .22), all

p’s > .24. This suggests that recollection primarily differenti-

ates DPs from controls rather than DPs from each other.
4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to better understand the nature of

the face recognition memory deficit in DP and its contribution

to prosopagnosia symptoms. On an old/new recognition test

assessing memory for a set of 60 newly encoded faces, DPs

had a significantly decreased hit rate and far fewer ‘high

confidence target’ responses than controls. Applying a dual-

process recognition model to these results revealed that the

contribution of recollection to face recognition memory was

greatly reduced in DPs, whereas the contribution of familiarity

was intact. Importantly, we found that DPs’ impairment in

recollection went beyond their face perception deficit, with

recollection and a composite measure of face perception

uniquely predicting DP diagnosis as well as objective and

subjective measures of face recognition. Together, these re-

sults suggest that DPs not only have poor face recognition, but

also have deficits in encoding and/or retrieving a face in an

individuated manner that would provide for high confidence

recollection. These findings have important mechanistic,

theoretical, and treatment implications for DP.

Our findings of impaired recollection and preserved fa-

miliarity in DPs build upon work by Burns et al. (2014), who

used a Remember/Know (RK) procedure and showed reduced

‘remember’ responses in DPs. The current study expands on

these findings by using a much larger DP sample and an ROC

approach that eliminates introspective responses associated

with the RK procedure, which could differ between DPs and

controls. Though Burns et al. reported a recollection deficit in

DPs, because ‘know’ discrimination was close to zero for both

DPs and controls, they were not able to unequivocally assess

the status of familiarity. The current study demonstrates that

familiarity is intact in DPs, a finding that was especially clear

in the comparison of performance-matched DPs and controls,

where the best-performing DPs had significantly greater fa-

miliarity than the worst-performing controls. Notably, the

number of faces to be learned in the current study was much

larger than that in Burns et al. (60 vs 6, respectively). Despite

these differences inmemory load, a similar recollection deficit

was observed in both studies, suggesting that DPs’ recollection

deficit in the current study is not likely due solely to enhanced

sensitivity to interference associated with the large number of

faces (Podd, 1990). Instead, the current results, combined with

those of Burns et al., suggest that DPs have a specific deficit in

associating studied faces with contextual/semantic informa-

tion that can provide accurate ‘high-confidence old’ or
‘remember’ responses, and instead rely on familiarity or a

’feeling-of-knowing’ to determine whether or not they saw a

face.

In addition to demonstrating differences between DPs and

controls in recollection, the current results show that face

recollection was strongly related to several objective and

subjective measures of face recognition ability. When com-

bined with the face perception composite, recollection pre-

dicted 51% of the CFMT variance, 31% of the FFMT variance,

and 56% of the PI-20 variance. Importantly, recollection

explained variance in these measures independent from, and

to a consistently greater degree than, face perception ability.

The finding that recollection makes an independent contri-

bution to face recognition may explain why a subset of DPs

performwithin the normal range on face perception tasks, yet

still have severe face recognition deficits (Dalrymple et al.,

2014; McKone et al., 2011; Ulrich et al., 2017). This suggests

that recollection of recently learned faces may represent a

fundamental deficit in developmental prosopagnosia that af-

fects recognition of highly familiar faces as well as newly

encountered faces in everyday life.

These findings raise the question of what are the potential

mechanisms of DPs’ observed recollection deficits. One

possible contributing factor may be related to atypical repre-

sentational ‘face-space’ in DPs. Face-space is conceptualized

as a multi-dimensional representational space with an

average of previously encountered faces at the center (for a

recent review, see Valentine, Lewis, & Hills, 2016). This

framework suggests a norm-based coding of faces such that

face identities are compared to the average face, which results

in less distinctive faces clustering around the average face,

whereas more distinctive identities are represented in lower-

density regions, making these identities easier to individuate.

In individuals without face recognition deficits, differences in

multi-dimensional face space are present when comparing

own- to other-ethnicity face processing (MacLin & Malpass,

2001), with other-ethnicity faces clustering more densely in

the middle of face space while own-ethnicity faces are more

dispersed (Papesh & Goldinger, 2010). Notably, recognition

memory for other- compared to own-ethnicity faces has been

associated with reduced recollection but intact familiarity

(Marcon, Susa, & Meissner, 2009), consistent with the notion

that recollection is a function of the distinctiveness of to-be-

remembered stimuli (e.g., M€antyl€a, 1997; Rajaram, 1998;

Yonelinas et al., 2002). Considering these findings, it could

be that DPs’ impaired recollection but preserved familiarity is

in part related to differences in face-space.

Face-space is typically probed with adaptation paradigms

in which participants adapt to a distinct individual face (e.g.,

“Dan”), and this adaptation period temporarily shifts in-

dividuals’ average face representation in the direction of

“Dan,” making identity neutral test faces appear to look more

similar to the opposite identity (e.g., “antiDan”) (Nishimura,

Doyle, Humphreys, & Behrmann, 2010; Palermo, Rivolta,

Wilson, & Jeffery, 2011). Face-space studies have shown that

DPs have significant face identity aftereffects (Nishimura

et al., 2010), but as the test faces’ identity strength ap-

proaches 0 (neutral) such that their identity is less perceptu-

ally distinctive from Dan, DPs no longer show an identity

aftereffect similar to controls (Palermo et al., 2011). These

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
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results, as well as results of our item difficulty analyses

showing high correspondence between easier and difficult

items in DPs and controls, suggest that DPs’ face-space has a

similar layout to that of controls, but DPs face-space may be

more densely clustered or have fewer dimensions (Cenac,

Biotti, Gray, & Cook, 2019). Thus, the recollection signal typi-

cally cued by perceptual distinctiveness may be slightly

weaker in DPs due to the potentially dense clustering of the

face representations. The hypothesized relationship between

atypical face-space and recollection impairmentsmay explain

our observed association between recollection and the

perceptual composite. However, as recollection and percep-

tion explain unique variance in DPs’ prosopagnosia symp-

toms, atypical face-space does not likely explain all of DPs’

recollection deficits. Additional studies relating face-space

measures, such as face identity aftereffects, to recollection/

familiarity would be useful to determine if face-space differ-

ences contribute to DPs’ recollection deficits.

Another possible factor contributing to DPs’ poor recol-

lection is that they have difficulty conceptually elaborating on

perceptual face representations. That is, DPs may encode

novel faces only in a perceptualmanner, whereas controls may

generate person-related semantic information that is encoded

with the face as well (e.g., he looks trustworthy or like my

cousin David; Schwartz & Yovel, 2016, 2019). Notably, the

formation of person-related conceptual associations at

encoding significantly boosts face recognition compared to

perceptually-focused or passive encoding (Schwartz & Yovel,

2019). DPs’ difficulty making person-related conceptual asso-

ciations with faces may stem in part from weakened con-

nections between core face-perception regions and extended

face-processing regions, such as anterior temporal regions

involved in representing person-related knowledge (Avidan

et al., 2013). One implication of this explanation is that DPs’

recollection deficit could potentially be ameliorated by using

approaches that foster conceptual processing and the for-

mation of person-related associations to faces at encoding

(e.g., repetition lag training with faces; Jennings & Jacoby,

2003; Jennings, Webster, Kleykamp, & Dagenbach, 2005).

Though the face-space and person-related conceptual

processing accounts of DPs’ recollection deficits focus on

faces, an important outstanding question concerns the gen-

erality of these recollection deficits. DPs typically do not

complain of general episodicmemory difficulties, indicative of

global recollection deficits, and have shown a normal ability to

learn and remember new voices (Liu, Corrow, Pancaroglu,

Duchaine, & Barton, 2015). Further, DPs have repeatedly

been shown to perform in the normal range in word learning/

recognition tasks (e.g., Rubino, Corrow, Corrow, Duchaine, &

Barton, 2016). However, a recent meta-analysis suggests that

nearly half of DPs have difficulty with learning and recog-

nizing new objects (Behrmann & Geskin, 2017). Repeating the

current paradigm with novel objects would help determine if

the recollection impairment observed here is selective to faces

or also affects DPs’ recognition of objects.

Thefindingofpreserved familiarity-based recognition inDP

also raises interesting questions about the nature of the fa-

miliarity signal and the aspects of the face that support this

signal. For example, Towler et al. (2018) found that DPs tend to

rely on external features when making facial recognition
judgments, andDeGutis et al. (2012) showed thatDPsmayhave

particular difficulty with processing the eye region. As the

stimuli in our study included external features, it is possible

that at least some part of the familiarity signal in DPs was

drivenbya senseoffluency inprocessing the stimuli’s external

features.Modifying the faces during the testing period, such as

eliminating external features, or examining eye movements

during encoding and retrieval could help better elucidate

whether the source of familiarity differs in DPs and controls.

Another outstanding question concerns the relationship be-

tween the familiarity process that supports recognition of

novel faces and the mechanism that underlies intact covert

recognition of famous faces that are not explicitly recognized

(for a review see Rivolta, Palermo, & Schmalzl, 2013). Our

findings raise the possibility that the familiarity mechanism

identified here also supports the formation of enduring rep-

resentations of faces of known individuals that can support

access to familiarity in covert face recognition tasks.

Though the results of the current study are compelling, one

might question the sensitivity of confidence judgments in DP,

given that their lifelong experience of not recognizing faces

could lead to a lack of confidence in making any memory

judgment about a face. This does not appear to be the case, as

DPs’ reduced confidence in their memory judgments was

specific to previously studied faces; DPs had similar confi-

dence as controls whenmaking judgements about foil stimuli.

Nonetheless, converging evidence from other methods to

separate the contribution of recollection and familiarity that

do not rely on confidence judgments (e.g., the process disso-

ciation procedure; Jacoby, 1991) could be useful.

The current results raise exciting new avenues for future

research. First, findings from this study provide a

theoretically-motivated framework to further investigate

extra-perceptual deficits in DPs. Previously, extra-perceptual

deficits have been defined as an absence of perceptual de-

ficiencies rather than the presence of a specific deficit (Biotti

et al., 2019). The current approach provides a framework for

studying extra-perceptual mechanisms in DP that alsomay be

involved when DPs learn faces over time andmake judgments

about familiar faces. Second, the current study also has

important implications for studying individual differences in

face recognition in non-prosopagnosics and super face-

recognizers. Interestingly, there are anecdotal reports that

super recognizers readily encode and retrieve contextual and

person-related semantic information (e.g., 60 min interview

Feb 18, 2012; CBS, 2012) suggestive of reliance on recollection.

However, no study to date has examined the relative contri-

bution of recollection and familiarity to superior face recog-

nition abilities in this population. Finally, the current results

may inform DP treatment approaches. Whereas the majority

of current DP treatments target enhancing perceptual pro-

cessing of faces (Davies-Thompson et al., 2017; DeGutis,

Bentin, Robertson, & D’Esposito, 2007; DeGutis, Cohan, &

Nakayama, 2014), complementary training of memory mech-

anisms may be of added value.

In sum, the current study provides a compelling behavioral

demonstration of deficits in DPs beyond face perception. This

is an important step towards understanding the mechanisms

of DP and face recognition in general and opens up new pos-

sibilities for enhancing face recognition.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.04.016
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5. Data and Digital Materials Availability

5.1. Data

Data supporting these findings are available at https://osf.io/

dah4n/

5.2. Stimuli

The images used in the old/new recognition task are from

the FERET database of facial images collected under the

FERET program, sponsored by the DOD Counterdrug Tech-

nology Development Program Office (Phillips et al., 1998,

2000). The images are not to be distributed, published,

copied or further redistributed. Specific directions on how to

obtain these images can be found at: https://www.nist.gov/

itl/products-and-services/color-feret-database. The facial

stimuli used in the USCFPT paradigm were obtained from

direct contact with Biederman et al. (2017) and cannot be

restributed. Finally, the images used in the TFT task are

from the CMU Multi-PIE Face Database (Gross, Matthews,

Cohn, Kanade, & Baker, 2010) and cannot be redistributed.

Information to obtain these images can be found at: http://

www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/PIE/MultiPie/Multi-Pie/

Home.html.

5.3. Paradigms

The CFMT was administered using a jar file obtained from

direct contact with Duchaine et al. (2007), and the FFMT was

presented in Qualtrics. The visual acuity/contrast sensitivity

test (Functional Acuity Contrast Test; Ferris III, Kassoff,

Bresnick, & Bailey, 1982) and mid-level vision battery

(Leuven Perceptual Organization Screening Test; Torfs et al.,

2014) are freely available at https://michaelbach.de/fract/

and http://gestaltrevision.be/tests/lpost_consent.php,

respectively. The old/new recognition paradigm and battery of

face perception tests (USCFPT, TFT and BFRT-c) were pre-

sented in PsychoPy version 1.85.4 (Peirce & MacAskill, 2018).

The BFRT-c task is available on request to Rossion and Michel

(2018). Code supporting the presentation of the old/new

recognition task, USCFPT and TFT is available at https://osf.io/

dah4n/.

5.4. Analysis code

We modeled the data using Koen et al.’s (2017) ROC toolbox

function in Matlab version 2019a. The current release of the

toolbox can be found at https://github.com/jdkoen/roc_

toolbox/releases. Code supporting these specific analyses is

available at https://osf.io/dah4n/.
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